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DRAKE DEVONSHIRE
DRAKE COMMISSARY

Drake retreats + events are unique unto themselves in that we offer
spaces far from the typical board room or banquet hall. Our event
experts have mapped out every inch of our inspired spaces to ensure
that your offsite vision marries perfectly with our venues. Taking our
affinity for the unique to the next level we’re proud to introduce our
new quintessentially Drake assortment of classes, activities + field
trips that will solidify your place as the Office Hero. All of our classes
are designed in such a way that they are flexible to accommodate your
meeting/team building objectives and can be scaled to fill a small gap in
your day plan, or can be built out to be a major focus of your offsite.
We are proud to introduce you to #drakeacademy.

COURSE CALENDAR
MIND MATTERS
Raise your middle finger to worries of the past and future. In this series of mindfulness workshops we’ll go through
tactics that help you stay in the moment and reduce stressful thinking patterns, teach you how not to stress the small
stuff, and how to use art f*cking therapy to unwind after a long week at the office.

ALL THINGS CROWN FLORA
Join us for a personalized work shop with Queen West floral gurus Crown Flora to break up the monotony of the
conference calls + spreadsheets by letting your creative brain blossom. From holiday wreath building to flower
crowns to terrariums, the best part of these immersive workshops is that you get to take home the fruit (or flower) of
your labour. Keep in mind that while we run the workshops 12 months of the year, the floral selections themselves is
subject to seasonal availability.

LIFE OF THE PARTY
Learn to control the party by having your team pick up the basic need-to-knows of how best to elevate your status
as office DJ (or DJ’s if you’re willing to share the spotlight). From the technical elements of apps, soundsystems and
bluetooth, to the philosophy of picking the perfect songs for any party, ‘WOW’ your office mates with your ability to
turn your office Happy Hour into a banger.

PAINT CLUB
Want to learn how to paint like a pro? This is not the class for you. Want to learn to paint with a pro? Then this class
has your name all over it. Join our resident Picasso and learn the Cole’s Notes of painting before being left to your
own devices to create your own personal master piece. Wine + cheese not included but strongly recommended.

COURSE CALENDAR
REFRESH & REFUEL
Spend the afternoon learning the ins-and-outs of how to blend the perfect juice using fresh, seasonal product from
our personal plot (or local Farmer’s Markets if in the shoulder season). Whether you want to take the veg from peel
to pulp in a masterclass, or just prefer the instant gratification of juicing a prepped basket of local fruit, this class is
ideally suited to the day after a local wine tour to allow your body the nutrients to get your focus back on the task at
hand.

THE MEDITATION STATION
In today’s fast-paced age everyone can benefit from having a spacious mind. Take some much needed reprieve from
your meeting content to find your inner calm with a guided meditation + sound bath. Hit the ground running feeling
recharged and clear of purpose when tackling the next chapter in your workshop. The Meditation Station can also be
elongated with vinyasa yoga or a more involved masterclass with aromatherapy and intention setting.

YES AND!
If you’ve always fancied yourself a funny guy/gal then this improv class is your chance to shine. Hone your comedy
craft and channel your favourite ‘Whose Line is it Anyway’ comedian using the art of improvisation to tighten up your
team listening, risk-taking, leadership, confidence skills all while learning the joy (and humour) in saying YES! This
workshop is unique in its ability to impart these lessons in a way that’s kinetic and fun, leaving teams with a renewed
confidence and trust both in themselves and one another.

EXTRA CURRICULAR
BLACK BOX MOCKTAIL COMPETITION
Ever fancied being a mixologist? Well now’s your chance! We’ll bring you an assortment of seasonal juices, tinctures,
garnish and of the necessary glassware. You break the group up into teams, make mock-tails (if you want booze
we’re not opposed) and see who can create the most refreshing
beverage – don’t forget to name it!

DRAKE TRIVIA
Sports, art, music + government are all fair game in a private bout of Drake Trivia. Three rounds and an hour
reprieve from conference calls and screen time is the best way to keep the creative juices flowing. If you want to
reward your top performers just ask your coordinator about available pricing from Drake General Store.

ART TOUR
Drake loves art (done right). Take a tour around the building with the creative minds behind our famous curated
collection. Learn the ins-and-outs of what it takes to organize a cohesive collection all while taking a much deserved
break from a day of meetings. If you need a snack for the walk we’re happy to make suggestions as well.
** Please note that all classes are subject to Professor availability.
** Some classes can be modified to be taken on the road so don’t be shy, ask about our Field Trip opportunities.
** Rates for classes are subject to change based on the size of the group, length of the desired class, and if there is a need for
the professor to commute between cities.

